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We will have an international meeting next week
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Vus
Determination with a sub-% level

Precise determination of Vus starts from two motivations
λ=Vus is a critical ingredient in determinations of the other CKM 
parameters.

Unitarity check: 2.2σ below unity (PDG 2004)

E. Blucher et al., hep-ph/0512039



Theoretical efforts
Equation for Kl3 decay width

Inputs from experiment,    inputs from theory

SEW and δK: Short and long distance Radiative corrections

δSU2: correction factor for charged K (0 for neutral)

C2: Clebsh-Gordan (1 for neutral, 1/2 for charged K) 

f+
2(0): form factor at zero momentum transfer

IK: phase space integral (determined by slope of form factor)

Kμ3 is more complicate than Ke3 in IK correction, Kl2, hyperon
decays have other equations with different parameters



Experimental efforts
KTeV, KLOE, NA48 and ISTRA measured all of  Kl3 decay 
widths together with their form factors for KL and K+, and KLOE 
measured total width and KSe3 and  Kμ2 decay widths.

Example, KL decays
Most of decay widths 
greatly changed.

KTeV suggests changes 
come from previous 
inadequate treatment of 
inner bremstralung, 



Vud, which is the other ingredient for the unitarity,
was also improved.

Determined by super allowed nine beta decays of 
0+→0+ Fermi transition. 

The error was improved by a 
factor of 2 from 0.9740(5) at 2004.

Due to global studies of nine 
transitions, 

and reduction of error for 
radiative correction from
quantum loop effect (3rd error) .

Neutron and pion beta decays are considered to be better in 
theoretical error, but they are limited by experimental errors.

⇒ room for new experiments

0.97377 ± 0.00027



Vus value and unitality
|Vus| from other channels

0.2226 + 0.0026 -0.0014 
from Kμ2 / πμ2

0.226 ± 0.005 
from Hyperon decays

0.2225 ± 0.0034
from τ decay

|Vus| =λ= 0.2261±0.0021   for f+(0)=0.961±0.008

0.2244±0.0013               0.961±0.005 ; Moriond 07

（Lacker’s talk Monday)

Now, the value of |Vus| is obtained in less than 1% 
accuracy with maintaining unitality.



Influence, Wave ring spread or Stimulation

τdecay:
Dominant uncertainty for Vus (and Vud) determination is ms. ⇒
nice channel for ms determination.

Unitarity check of the second row (Vcd, Vcs and Vcb)
Neutron life time measurement

It must be the best for Vud later, and it relates with the Big Bang 
nucleo-sythesis scenario.

Various theoretical works

Together with  the necessarily checked issues:
Q-values of super-allowed beta decays, gA/gV, fK and fK/fπ, etc.



μ- e universality



PIENU experiment at TRIUMF plans to improve π→eν/π→μν

by a factor of 5 from (1.231± 0.004)×10-4 ;     < 0.1 % accuracy.



Search of other CPV



Theoretical prediction and experimental results

SM theoretical 
prediction in the 
range 10-6 - 5·10-5

Models beyond the 
SM predict 
enhancement of the 
Ag value
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Previous results:

Charged mode: 
Ag

c=(22±15±37)·10-4

(ev. 54·106) 

Neutral mode: Ag
n=(2±19)·10-4

(ev. 620·103)



K±→π±π0π0 : Results
Systematics effect Δg x10-4

U resolution & fitting ±0.2

LKr non-linearity

Showers overlapping

L1: charged signal ±0.1

L1: neutral signal

L2: MassBox

ExternalExternal

Trigger

±0.3

±0.6

TotalTotal ±1.2

±0.1

±0.5

±0.2

±0.1

±0.2

Pion decay

Spectrometer alignment & 
momentum scale

Pile-up

±0.8

LKr 
related

Slope difference (03+04 prelim. result): 
Δg = (2.7± 2.0stat. ± 1.2syst ± 0.3ext.)x10-4 

Slope difference (03+04 prelim. result): Slope difference (03+04 prelim. result): 
Δg = (2.7± 2.0stat. ± 1.2syst ± 0.3ext.)x10-4 

Charge asymmetry parameter (03+04 prelim. result):
Ag

0 =(2.1 ± 1.6stat. ± 1.0syst ± 0.2ext)x10-4= (2.1 ± 1.9)x10-4

Charge asymmetryCharge asymmetry parameter (03+04 prelim. result):parameter (03+04 prelim. result):
Ag

0 =(2.1 ± 1.6stat. ± 1.0syst ± 0.2ext)x10-4= (2.1 ± 1.9)x10-4

Δg x 10
-4

LeftLeft--right right 
asymmetry asymmetry ΔΔggLRLR

UpUp--Down Down 
asymmetry asymmetry ΔΔggUDUD

2003
2004



K±→π±π+π- : Results
Systematics effect Δg x10-4

Spectrometer alignment ±0.1

Momentum scale

Acceptance and beam 
geometry

L1: CHOD signal ±0.3
Trigger

L2: MassBox ±0.3

TotalTotal ±0.7

±0.1

±0.2

±0.4

±0.2

Pion decay

Pile up

Resolution effects ±0.3

DCH & 
beam 
related

Slope difference (03+04 prelim. result): 
Δg = (0.6± 0.7stat. ± 0.7syst )x10-4 

Slope difference (03+04 prelim. result): Slope difference (03+04 prelim. result): 
Δg = (0.6± 0.7stat. ± 0.7syst )x10-4 

Charge asymmetry parameter (03+04 prelim. result):
Ag

c =(-1.3 ± 1.5stat. ± 1.7syst)x10-4= (-1.3 ± 2.3)x10-4

Charge asymmetryCharge asymmetry parameter (03+04 prelim. result):parameter (03+04 prelim. result):
Ag

c =(-1.3 ± 1.5stat. ± 1.7syst)x10-4= (-1.3 ± 2.3)x10-4

LeftLeft--right right 
asymmetry asymmetry ΔΔggLRLR

UpUp--Down Down 
asymmetry asymmetry ΔΔggUDUD

2003

2004

Δg x 10
-4



Transverse muon polarization

PT is T-odd and spurious effects from final state interaction are small.
Non-zero PT is a signature of  T violation.
Very clear channel to search for T violation.  Long history of theoretical and 
experimental studies. (J.J. Sakurai, 1957)
Powerful tool to study CP violation due to CTP theorem
Standard Model contribution to PT : PT(SM) < 10-7

Effects from final state interactions (FSI): PT (FSI) < 10-5

There is a large window for new physics in the region of 
PT = 10-3 ~ 10-5

There are theoretical models which allow sizeable PT
without conflicting with other experimental constraints.

K+→π0μ+ν decay



KEK-PS E246 experiment

Stopped K+ decay
SC toroidal spectrometer
Measurement of e+ emission 
cw/ccw asymmetry when π0

in fwd/bwd directions

PT = - 0.0017 ± 0.0023(stat) ± 0.0011(syst)
( |PT | < 0.0050 : 90% C.L. )

Imξ = - 0.0053 ± 0.0071(stat) ±
0.0036(syst)

( |Imξ | <0.016 : 90% C.L. )
Phys. Rev. D73, 072005 (2006)

Transverse Muon Polarization (PT) in K+ → π0μ+ν Decays



J-PARC E06 (TREK) experiment

Net run time                              1.0 ×107 s
1/1.7 of E246

Proton beam intensity               9μA on T1
K+ beam intensity                      3×106  /s

~30 times of E246
Total number of good Kμ3             2.4×109

Detector acceptance : ~8 times of E246
Total number of fwd/bwd (N)   7.2×108

Sensitivity coefficient               3.73 / √N
Analyzing power : ~1.5 times of E246

δPT 1.35 ×10-4

Including left/right regions
δPT 0.8 ×10-4

(A careful systematic error study is necessary)

Standard analysis

Statistical sensitivity Systematic errors

Source                  δPT

δz (field alignment)    < 10-4

θz (kinetic distortion) < 10-4

θe, Ee (e+ measurement) < 10-4

Total δPT ~ 10-4

E06

Upgrade of the E246 detector, and adoption of active polarimeter



Kaon Facilities
After many activities were cancelled in USA

J-PARC
Λ Ξ hypernuclei
K Rare Decay

U-70

Φ factory
Hadron xsec
KS decays
N ff

CERN-SPS
Rare K decays
LFV
Chiral dynamics

Frequent 
K decays



Nuclear 
Transmutation

J-PARC Facility

J-PARC = Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex

Joint Project between KEK and JAEA

3 GeV Synchrotron
(25 Hz, 1MW)

Hadron Beam Facility
Materials and Life Science

Experimental Facility

Neutrino to 
Kamiokande

50 GeV Synchrotron
(0.75 MW)

500 m

Linac
(330m)





November, 2006

Linac

3 GeV
Synchrotron 

Materials & Life
Experimental Hall

Hadron Experimental
Hall

50 GeV
Synchrotron 

Neutrino
Experimental Area

ADS Area



Construction Schedule

Construction
Start

Facility
Operation

IAC 
Last Year



K→πνν experiments
, which are interesting but challenging channels

Two plans + one plan
P326 at CERN-SPS for K＋→π＋νν

E391a at KEK-PS and E14 at JPARC-PS for KL
0→π０νν

+ at U-70 for KL
0→π０νν

Two plans have similarities
History: Surviving after cancellations of US competitors

E949 at BNL and CKM at Fermilab for K＋→π＋νν

KOPIO at BNL and KAMI at Fermilab for KL
0→π０νν

Strategy: Utilizing recycles and experiences
P326 is a successor of NA48 called as NA48-3
Step-by-step approach from E391a to E14

The goal of both experiment is an observation of about 100 
SM-events



Physics background

B has determined CKM 
very well Precise predictions + small 

theoretical uncertainties



Prospect of new physics,
in the case of KL πονν decay

How deeply can we seek for new physics?
<3X10-13 ⇒ >100 SM-events ⇒ >5σ for 1.75 X SM

For KL πονν, ｜1+(MW/Λ)2/(A2λ5/(16π2))｜2  ～ 1+r

For B→XSμ
+μ- BS→μ+μ-,   ｜1+(MW/Λ)2/(Aλ2/(16π2))｜2  ～ 1+r

where Λ is energy scale.

r=0.75 ⇒
Λ（ KL πονν ） ～ 100 TeV, 
Λ（ B→XSμ

+μ- BS→μ+μ-) ～ 10 TeV

KL πονν decay is ideally perfect FCNC process, 
which Grinstein recommended in the Sunday’s session.



Method to detect K+→ π＋νν decay

1) Kinematical Rejection

2) Photon vetoes to
reject K+→ π+π0 :
P(K+) = 75 GeV/c
Requiring P(π+)  < 35 GeV/c 
P(π0) > 40 GeV/c           It can be
hardly missed in the calorimeters!!

3) PID (RICH) for K+→ μ+ν rejection
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P-326 Detector Layout

SPS primary p: 400 GeV/c
Secondary beam:
• 75 GeV/c
• 800 MHz 
• π/K/p (~6% K+)

K+
π+

ν

ν

~11 MHz of K+ decays

(KABES)

K+→ π+ ν ν

SPIBES: Si μpixel
X/X0 << 1% per station
Pixel size ~ 300 x 300 μm 
excellent time resolution



Signal and background rejection

Events/year Total Region I Region II

Signal (acc=17%) 65 16 49
K+→π+π0 2.7 1.7 1.0
K+→μ+ν 1.2 1.1 <0.1
K+→e+π+π−ν ~2 negligible ~2
Other 3 – track decays ~1 negligible ~1
K+→π+π0γ 1.3 negligible 1.3
K+→μ+νγ 0.5 0.2 0.2
K+→e+(μ+) π0ν, others negligible − −

Total bckg. 9 3.0 6

S/B ~ 8 (Region I ~5,  Region II ~9)

Full  five months run in 2007 for prototype-test and μ-e universality



Method to detect  KL πονν

(along the beam axis)



Extremely challenging

Very rare decay (10-11)
⇒Many complicate 
sources of background

Three body decay of all 
neutrals with two 
neutrinos
⇒No distinct signature

n/KL～60  (～10 at E14)
⇒KL decays +Another 
source of backgrounds

Pencil beam (halo/core～10-5)

Differential Pumping (10-5 Pa with little 
material in front of the detectors)

Tight veto (down to 1 MeV)

Several R&D

Six stages of collimation with a GdO2 section
Double decay chambers
Calibration in situ using cosmic muons and gammas 
from Al-target and Kπ3
Temperature stability for CsI within 0.1℃
Techniques of wlsf readout, new scintillator (MS 
resin) and new PMT(EGP)
Fabrication, assembling and installation of large 
detectors
Reproduction of spectra down to sub-MeV energy-
deposit by simulation

Step-by step approach



KL

CsI-calorimeter

Charged vetoMain BarrelFront Barrel



Tentative final-plot of one-third 
of Run-2

P
T (G

ev/c)

P
T

(G
ev/c)

Normalization 
and monitor 
channels

Signal MC                                     final plot



J-Parc Step 1 Experiment, E14

γ

γ

New beam line
Upgrade the E391a detector

CsI calorimeter
Readout: wave form digitizer
Photon vetoes along the beam 



Goal and time-table of E391a and E14
Step-by-step approach with continuous improvement

E391a-first
2006: 2.1x10-7

(E391a, Run1 one-
week)

Prospect 
SES ~ 3x10-9

(E391a full sample)

SES ~ 8x10-12

(E14, Step1)

SES ~ 10-13                        

(E14, Step2)



Summary

K-decay activity was greatly affected by the 
terminations of the US facilities.
But, K-decays are still performing interesting 
measurements in the field of flavor physics.
Programs at J-Parc will join soon.



Backup slides



NA48 pi-pi scattering
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